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Abstract.

Atmospheric
GravityWaves(AGWs)are

subjectto altitude propagationlimits which are governed
by the diffusion processes. Diffusion times and scales
which exceed the wave period and wavelengthdefine the
limiting domain for AGWs. An expressionis presented
which definesthe upper altitudelimit to which AGWs can
propagate given vertical diffusion constraints of the
atmosphere. Airglow, lidar, and radar measurementsare
combinedto characterizethe intrinsicAGW parametersin
the 80-105 km altituderegion. A subsetof AGWs (17)
observedby airglow imagers during the ALOHA-93 were
made when simultaneous wind measurements were available

and intrinsicwave parameterswere calculated.The limiting
altitudeof propagationfor thesemeasuredmonochromatic
wavesis calculatedto rangefrom 110-150 km (with a mean
limiting altitude of 130 km). The altitude limit is
necessarily lower for waves with short vertical
wavelengths and longer intrinsic periods.
This
observation is important for a large number of issues
including
energetic
considerations
regarding
thermosphericheating in models which considerupward
propagatingAGWs (and energy flux) of tropospheric
origin. This limited data base should be expanded for
statisticalsignificancein future work.

105 km. In this study, the altitude limit to which the
observed monochromatic features can propagate is
determinedfor a numberof wavesobservedduringALOHA93. This verticallimit is an 'upper'limit basedon diffusion

considerations
only. Wavescanbe ductedor dissipatefor
other reasons,but here we are addressingthe issue of
propagationregardingdiffusion only.

Waves observedby imagerstypically exhibit large
verticalwavelengths
(>10 km) andshortperiods(< 1 hour)
andso are likely to penetrateto high altitudesbecausetheir
verticalphasevelocitiesare large. Horizontalwavelengths
ranging10 km < •,z< 300 km are readily observedin a
given airglow image. Regardingthe sensitivityof OH
airglow, the S/N typically is typically >50 so that
intensityconlxasts
of a few % arereadilyobserved.The OH
airglow intensity enhancement relative to the AGW
perturpation• of temperatureintegratedover the layer is
large (~5-10), [seeWalterscheid
et al., 1987for example].
In thispaperwe computethe maximumaltitudelimit for 17
monochromatic
AGWs observedwith airglow imagerson
three different nights during ALOHA-93. The altitude of
maximumpropagationdata is presentedwith respectto
intrinsicwave parameters.

Analysis

Introduction

The altitude to which AGWs can penetrate is an
important considerationin modeling the dynamics and
energeticsof the atmosphere. AGWs cannotpropagatein
an atmospherewhere the vertical velocity of momentum
diffusionexceedsthe verticalphasevelocityof the waves.
In regions where diffusion is the dominant transport
process,the wave perturbationsare dampedwith the degree
of damping dependent on diffusivity and the intrinsic
vertical phase speed of the wave.
Consequently,the
momentum and energy fluxes generated by vertically
propagatingAGWs are necessarilydepositedbelow the
altitudeof maximumpenetrationas definedby the diffusion
constraintsand the intrinsicparametersof the wave. Radar
observationsfrom Adelaide by Vincent [1984] have shown
that ~70% of the energy flux carried in the measured
spectrumof AGWs is carriedby waveswith a period<1.25
hours. Imagers and lidars measure the intrinsic AGW
parametersin the 80-105 km altituderegion,but not above

It has long been recognized that viscous effects
arisingfrom the diffusionof energeticmoleculesand from
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Figure1. A plotof Zmaxversus•,z for a familyof Tin, where
Tin = 60, 30, 15, and 7.5 minutesrespectively,using
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equation(4) in the text.
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Figure
2. A plotofaltitude
ofZmax
for17waves,
asample
ofwhich
were
measured
during
theALOHA-93

campaign.
ThemeanZmaxpenetration
forthereference
wavesis 130km. Plot(a) is versus
horizontal
wavelength,
(b) verticalwavelength,
and(c),intrinsic
period.
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turbulence play an important role in gravity wave
propagation [e.g. Hines, 1968 and 1970]. In the upper
atmospherediffusion can lead to severe attenuationof the
wave by transporting energy and momentum from one
region of the wave systemto anotherin a partially chaotic
way. In a region characterizedby an effective diffusivity
(D), a wave of intrinsic frequency (to) and vertical wave
number (m) will be severely damped when the effective
vertical diffusion velocity (mD)of particles experiencing
the wave motion exceeds the vertical phase speed of the
wave (to/m). Thus the dampinglimit for the wave is given
by

or

mDma
x = to/m

(1)

Dma
x= to/m
2

(2)

where Dmax = molecular diffusion coefficient limit for a
given AGW. This simpledampingcriterioncan be derived
directly from the equationsof motion by comparing the
relative magnitudesof the main viscousand inertial terms
[e.g. Gossardand Hooke, 1975, pp. 218-219].
In the lower atmosphere eddy diffusion caused by
turbulence [Hodges, 1967 and 1969: Hines, 1970] and
perhapsby nonlinear wave-wave interactions[Weinstock,
1976 and 1990; Gardner, 1994] makes the dominant
contributionto the atmosphericdiffusivity. However in the
upper atmospherewhere the molecularmean free paths are
large, molecular diffusion dominates. The altitude
distribution of molecular diffusivity is inversely
proportionalto density and can be approximatedby:

D= Do'e (Z-Zo)/I-I

(3)

whereH = scaleheightand DOis the diffusivityat altitude
zo. Combining expression(1) - (3), the expressionfor
Zmaxbecomes'

Zmax=Zo
+ H'ln(to/ m2Do)=Zo
+ H'ln(Lz2/2nTtnDo)(4)
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al. [this issue], and Table 1 in Taylor et al. [this issue].
Note •H andobservedhorizontalphasespeedweremeasured
by the imagers. Tin was calculated by combining phase
measurements with wind observations made by the
Haleakala lidar and Kaiui MF radar as discussedin thesedata

references.The resultsare plottedin figure 2.
The observedAGWs predict virtually no relationship
betweenhorizontalwavelengthand Zmax (figure2(a)). We
do note a very definite relationshipbetween Zmax , •z
(figure 2(b)), and Tin (figure 2(c)). As expected,the
maximumpenetrationaltitudesare lower for Tin large and
•z small, i.e. for the slow verticalphasespeedwaves. The
waveswith a long perioddo not penetrateto high altitudes
as diffusion processesdestroy the wave, and similarly,
waveswith a shortvertical wavelengthhave a spatialscale
over which (vertical) diffusion dominatesat a relatively
low altitude. In perspective,theseAGWs cover the entire
sky of an airglow imager (radius > 300 km) and often
dominatethe spatialview observedfor extendedflight legs
(~few 1000 km) near the islands, the details of which are
presentedin the referencedpapers [Gu et al., Swensonet
al., and Taylor et al. this issue].

Summary
The altitude of maximum penetration identifies the
altitude regime to which dynamic and energetic
considerations

should be made

measured and reported here.

for the class of waves

Examination of diffusion

considerationssuggestthat AGWs propagatingupward
throughthe 90 km altituderegionwith Tin < 60 minutesand
•z < 50 km, havea maxiumumverticalpropagation
limit of
150 km. The Zmax is directly related to vertical

wavelength
(i.e. the larger•z, the higherZmax)and
indirectly
relatedto Tin. TheZmaxfor a numberof AGWs
observedon three separatedays during the ALOHA
campaign(17 total) was calculatedandpresented
with
respectto •H, •z, andTin. It shouldbe notedthat the data

presented
here is a relativelysmall sampleand only
represents
what was observedduringALOHA-93 on three

By notingthatm = 2n/•,z where•z = verticalwavelength,
to
= 2•/Tin, Zmax can be definedin terms of the measured

nights
of observations
neartheislands.Weplanto expand
on thisdatabase. As theAGW intrinsicparameters
and

parameters,i.e., the vertical wavelengthand the intrinsic

energy flux can be well characterized in the 80-105 km

period. Figure1 is a plotof Zmaxvs.•z for a familyof Tin
whereZo = 90 km. This plot suggests
that for AGWs with
Tin < 60 minutesand•z < 50 km, Zmax<150 km.

this layer, the altitude extent to which the waves can

The vertical and horizontal wave numbers are related

throughthe Boussinesq
approximation
to the gravitywave
dispersionrelationship,i.e.

m2 ~ h2 (N- 0))2/ (o12-f2),

(5)

where N is the Brunt-Vaisalafrequency,f is the inertial
frequency,h = 2•/•,H and•H is the horizontalwavelength
[Gossardand Hooke, 1975].
Compressibilityof the
atmosphere is considered negligible
in this
approximation.Zmax canalsobe calculated
in termsof •H
usingequation5 .
By usingequation(4) with Docalculatedfrom a model

altitudethroughtheremotesensing
signatures
availablein

influence
theatmosphere
(anddeposit
theirenergy)
canbe

better characterized.
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